Meisels
G&l is a prominent element. But unlike Walker, he interpreted the greater than 50% discrepancy between "developmental" and chronological age as evidence of the GSRST's miscalibration.
In the present study, it could be objected that the G&l's unexpected relationship to chronological age is vindicated by its correlations with follow-up assessments. Such correlations, if high enough, would indeed place the onus on the children rather than on the assessment. But before this conclusion can be drawn, two others must first be established. First, it must be shown that the correlations that were obtained were not influenced by teachers' prior knowledge or exposure. Lichtenstein (1990) demonstrated that teachers' " tendency to perceive children as unready is directly proportional to the extent of Gesell Institute training received" (p. 371). In other words, low scores on the GDA may have set up an expectancy among the children's teachers concerning the children's performance. Only a completely "blind" trial, in which the Gesell findings were concealed from the preschool and follow-up teachers, and the teachers were uninformed about Gesell teachings and practice, could eliminate this powerful source of potential bias.
Second, given that this bias is controlled, it must be demonstrated that the preschool indicator, the GDA, is highly predictive of the classifications obtained on the 8-year-old measures. Table 11 (p. 35) attempts to show this relationship, but in the vast majority of cases, children changed classifications in the follow-up assessment. Indeed, on three of the four outcome measures, the preschool ratings were lower than the average performance on that outcome across all quartiles (in one area, Reading, the prediction was identical to the outcome). Thus, it appears that the GDA 's underestimation of children's abilities-the reverse Lake Wobegon effect-is highlighted by these comparisons. These data do not support the use of the GDA to place children into extra year programs.
In short, this study demonstrates the reliability of the GDA, but it leaves unresolved several key questions about its validity. Furthermore, through its consistent finding of developmental ratings below chronological age expectancies it asks us to believe in the test rather than in the child-a peculiar position indeed for advocates of developmentally appropriate practice.
